Projecting Futures for Exploited Environments:
STAYING WITH THE PIT (of Malmberget, SWE)
ArkDes fellowship propoal by Karin Reisinger
This project addresses feminist futures of mining areas and societies from two sides: First, it addresses
ecological changes, caused by the demand for building and technologies, and causing signifcant impacts
on everyday lives. Second, it tackles the ecology of perspectives in these contexts, feminist-indigenousnonhuman perspectives from an intersectional standpoint to show the social landscapes of mining.
Situating this topic at the environments of material production, central questions are: How do we (want to)
relate to the spaces of exploited environments, and who belongs to the we?
To address the complexity, this work will draw on my research at KTH School of Architecture,
Critical Studies, from 2016-17, which was undertaken about and with the community of Malmberget, a city
in the North of Sweden which is going to disappear due to the extension of the mining activities of the
Swedish state company LKAB. During the fellowship at KTH, not only an overview on the spatial changes
could be created, but also a network to inhabitants, feminist activists, indigenous politicians, researchers
interested in the effects on non-humans, as well as to representatives of LKAB. The ArkDes fellowship
allows this work to be pursued and also the perspectives to be brought together, shaping an ecology of
narrative accounts from the different perspectives on futures of exploited environments.
The work draws on Donna Haraway´s description of the work of the children of compost (in Staying
with the Trouble, 2016), who are building communities in destroyed environments and re-connecting with
the environment as a mutual encounter, caring for and living in destroyed environments (see also Anna
Tsing, 2015). Embracing the traumatic changes, they narrate the potentials of archiving what is still left and
has disappeared to “bring into ongoing presence, through active memory, the lost lifeways, so that other
symbiotic and sympoietic commitments would not lose heart” (Haraway).
This view yearns for bringing and thinking together various perspectives within a process of
constructing memory for a future radically different from the current situation since Malmberget is going to
disappear after growing very close to the mine, profting from the mine in relative wealth for a long period.
Today 5000 people have to move to make place for further exploitation. Malmberget is disappearing from
the map, and parts of the history of the town with it. Starting with the feminist history of the Malmberget
community which is often left out in the male-dominated mining history (inspired by the local exhibition
Dokumentera Malmberget in 2016 and by a number of publications and interviews with feminist activists
from Malmberget), I proceed to thinking with indigenous and non-humans who seldom have a place in the
image of exploitation and economic proft. The Sámi live in co-existence with the mine, but their activities
and communication with nature are heavily interfered by the increasing environmental destruction through
the mine. Their contributions open questions to other ways of relating memory and space – by notions of
nature as library or land as bearer of history, or even places as history of memories (interviews 2016-17). A
further important perspective is the one of the refugees who found temporary stays in the North of
Sweden. And we can also include the story of the peregrine falcon, whose number increased because of
the mining pits, perfect environments for predator birds.
All these stories unveil different ideas that challenge predominant understandings of the futures of
exploited environments. Like Haraway's Speakers for the Dead this involvement and publication will bring
“into mind and heart the new things of earth, … also the emerging kinds of being and ways of life of an
always evolving home world”, releasing “the energies of the past, present and future … with its myriad
tentacles of opportunistic, dangerous, and generative sympoiesis.” Taking this as a starting point to
assembling the futures in an experimental, affrmative way, I am applying for this fellowship because it
gives me the opportunity to produce an experimental publication with the inhabitants of the North of
Sweden. This is not possible within normed academic knowledge production. The resulting publication will
be based on the method of storytelling and relations between subjective accounts of concerned
participants of a changing environment, and on the method of “de-othering” by showing the power and
knowledge of the “other”, for example Malmbergets kvinnoklubb, the ethics of the “other”, for example
Sámi knowledge on futurity, and fnally stories on knowledge or skills of non-humans able to adapt to
exploited environments. Thus, I will compile an alternative view on the futures of exploited environments.
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excerpt from the lecture at the conference
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Staying With the Pit,
		
De-Othering Mining Archives

Captain´s Pit in Malmberget,
photo by Gabriella Olshammar

Hungry Taskscapes:
Towards Writing Micro-narratives In
In Changes in the Land Cronon describes the
commodification of the landscapes of New England.
Using the analytic tools of ecology and history, he
analyzes the environmental histories of change in New
England during colonization. He shows how
environments shaped legal, governmental and societal
structures, but also how European “pioneers” claimed
the land and commodified it, forming the basis for
capitalism (Cronon 2003). When presented at small scale
and in detail, we can begin to understand the complex
intertwining of land with society, politics, and economy.
In her introduction to this section of After Effects, Helena
Mattsson warns of history writing and storytelling
becoming part of creating “forces effecting and producing networks of power, politics and money” and
demands a critical framing of the role of architecture in
history and historiography (Mattsson 2017). Mattsson
also points to Mark Jarzombek’s demand for a humanist
mission of becoming the “uninvited guest in its own
house” (Jarzombek 1999: 203). Especially in areas of
exploitation, demanding the inclusion of a history of
ecologies can turn the interrogator into the uninvited
guest in the house. Often these stories have neither a
place in “brandscapes” nor in history books. Critical
historiography “has to work counter to an already
theorized and de-theorized intellectual world” (ibid.:

202). Also, the powerful practices of exploitation—
branding, commodification, tourism, and their meta-narratives—need to be questioned. For example, the
romantic image of the brave nybyggare (settlers)
displayed in local museums dedicated to mining
demands interrogation. Embracing indigenous
perspectives and the environmental ramifications of
change is a way of doing inclusive and dynamic
critical historiography. The constant transformations of
environments make these views even more complex,
especially as ecological changes are ubiquitous and
adhere to every move we make. Then, at an overarching scale, nobody can escape climate change. Between
small- and large-scale considerations, “in trying to
explore ecological changes related to . . . commodities,
we can safely point to market demand as the key causal
agent” (Cronon 2003: 76). Zooming in seems to allow us
to grasp some of these complex relations at work. For
example, the photographer Erik Holmstedt
documented the urban transformations Malmberget
underwent in the 60s and 70s as well as 2007-08:
Over a matter of years everything changed. Society’s
most important buildings were emptied, dismantled
or moved. Streets were closed. People had to change
their usual movements and adapt to the new
conditions.
“Extractable ore deposits were found under
the town at a moment when the price for iron ore was
increasing on the world market.” (Holmstedt 2008: 4;
my translation)
...
Malmberget which means “mountain of ore,” is a town less represented in the media
and in architects’ surveys. Mining cavities formed the
250-meter-deep “Captain’s Pit” through an expected
landslide in 1971 (Storm 2014: 29–30) in the former city
center. Urban transformation has been going on since
the 1950s (Olshammar 2009: 6), and in the next twenty
years around 5,000 people will have to move. During
the summer of 2016, entire houses were transported
to Koskullskulle, a small village. What once were lively
streets at the center of town are now neighboring the
enormous fenced pit. The areas of the town are becoming unstable and need to be closed. Like in Kiruna, LKAB, a state-owned industrial company, runs the
mining projects and is also in charge of taking care of
the relocations due to the expansion of mining. Old
buildings are dismantled, and new ones are built somewhere else, mostly in Gällivare, a neighboring city. Most
the inhabitants of Malmberget are not in favor of the
disappearance of their town, but they see themselves
as connected to its mining activities and have become
accustomed to living with the ramifications of mining.
I asked a young inhabitant of Malmberget why people
do not protest when they have to move out and give up
houses that have become their homes, where they have
lived out large portions of their lives. ...
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excerpt from the article,
to be published in After Effects, forthc. 2018,
ed. by Hélène Frichot and Gunnar Sandin
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Insomnia
Viewing Ecologies of Spatial Becoming-With

reading sample from the cow standing at the petrol
station, after her stall was attacked during the Balkan
Wars, Croatia, 1991:
... What brings the perspectives together is the
common space, even the architectural environments that
change due to extreme and violent historical changes.
This determines how we read areas, through which
lenses, through whose eyes. Their conflicts, their
interruptions show us what is at stake. When we see how
the architectures of our husbandry changed during the
attacks, when they were destroyed, we learned what is
possible without these architectural tools of ultimate
control.
“Commotion” was going on in the stalls,
piercing voices, wishes to escape the stalls, which had
become our bombed prisons. Horrible minutes of
attacks, followed by relieves. In 1991 I had a calf when
my stall caught fire after being struck in an air attack by
bombs containing phosphorous incendiary devices. The
stall burned down completely and I was burned along
my back. Covered by inflammable liquid from the bomb
I was burning with people standing around me and not
knowing what to do. ...

sample for alternative knowledge dissemination______

installation for performance contribution to the
Stories of the Anthropocene Festival,
October 26, 2016, KTH Stokcholm
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Domestic Pigs in the Woods, the Cow at the
Petrol Station, and the Little Bear on a Leash

